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showdown on Parliament Hill
Supporters of the Long-Gun Registry Face off Against Pro-Gun Carleton Group
by David Koch
On Sept. 22, a slim majority of politicians voted to save
the federal long-gun registry
in a closely watched vote in
the House of Commons.
While media attention
focused on conflict between
urban and rural ridings, division between Canadian
campus groups was apparent
in the lead-up to the vote, as
students from Ottawa and
Montreal held competing
rallies on Parliament Hill.
Members of the Firearms
Association of Carleton University (FACU) rallied on
the day of the vote, calling
on federal politicians to kill
the controversial program,
which they called “wasteful
and ineffective.”
Just hours earlier, students from Montreal’s Dawson College stood on the
steps of Parliament, saying
that the program saves lives.
Dawson College was the
site of a deadly shooting
spree by 25-year-old Kimveer Gill on Sept. 13, 2006.
Lisen Bassett, a student at
Dawson College, attended
the pro-registry rally at Parliament Hill, where she re-

counted the horror of Gill’s
rampage.
“At certain points, no one
knew where the shooter was.
People were running through
the streets,” she said.
“It was very shocking for
this to happen so close to
home, and to know so many
people who were affected.”
But according to Robert
Ozimkowski, FACU’s executive director of external affairs, the registry does not
help reduce gun violence.
“The overwhelming majority of homicides by firearms in Canada are committed by non-licensed
individuals with unregistered, illegal, and often
smuggled pistols from the
United States,” Ozimkowski
said in an email to the Leveller.
However, Ariel Charney,
chairperson of the Dawson Student Union (DSU),
maintained that repealing
the program would reduce
the public safety of Canadians.
“Having those regulations for gun control allows
the police, when they’re doing investigations, to have
more information about the

suspects,” she said.
According to critics of the
registry, including members
of the FACU, the program
is too costly and targets the
wrong people.
In a statement published
on the FACU’s Facebook
page, club president and
Campus Conservative executive member Brandon Wallingford said, “The people of
Canada would rather have
our money spent protecting
us from criminals than punishing law-abiding citizens,
farmers, and hunters.”

The FACU, which was
founded in 2009, is certified
as a club under the Carleton
University Students’ Association (CUSA), according to
Khaldoon Bushnaq, CUSA’s
vice president of internal affairs.
According to a statement on the FACU’s Facebook page, the group’s
goals
include
raising
awareness on “the right to
bear arms, and the benefits an armed populous
[sic] provides to a safe and
civil democracy.”

The FACU also aims to
train members in firearms
safety and do public outreach work about guns “to
help break the barriers of
fear.”
Club status entitles FACU
to as much as $1100 per term
in funds from CUSA. However, Ozimkowski told the
Leveller that the FACU has
not applied for any money
from the student organization.
All FACU funds have
come from member fees,
Ozimkowski said.
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Carleton Hired PR Firm Linked to BoG member in 2009
by Jeff Monaghan
Carleton University hired
a public relations firm linked
with a member of the university’s Board of Governors
to spin a conflict with a student group in 2009, according to documents released
in response to a Freedom of
Information (FOI) request.
The contract with Hill &
Knowlton Canada was initiated during the climax of
what had become a national
media controversy following
Carleton’s decision on February 11, 2009 to ban a poster Students Against Israeli
Apartheid (SAIA) produced
to promote Israeli Apartheid
Week.
Carleton’s contract with
Hill & Knowlton Canada

raises questions around
transparency and accountability. It was facilitated
through Goldy Hyder, a
general manager and senior
vice-president with Hill &
Knowlton Canada, who also
sits on Carleton’s Board of
Governors.
According to the Canada
Lobbyist Registry, Hyder
represents a number of ethically dubious multinational
corporations. These include
General Dynamics, Athabasca Oil Sands Corporation, and Talisman Energy.
He also represents a number
of pharmaceutical corporations, including Pfizer Canada, SECOR, Merck Frosst,
and an umbrella group
named Canada’s ResearchBased Pharmaceutical Com-

panies.
The poster was displayed
by Students Against Israeli
Apartheid (SAIA) and featured a cartoon of an Israeli
Apache helicopter firing
a missile on a Palestinian
child. Carleton’s Equity
Services claimed it violated
the Ontario Human Rights
Code.
The day after the poster
was banned, Feridun Hamdullahpur,
vice-president
academic, issued an email
warning that human rights
code violations would not be
tolerated. “Among sanctions
that may be applied under
these policies, students can
be withdrawn from their
studies indefinitely,” wrote
Hamdullahpur.
The poster ban provoked

widespread criticism and
drew national media attention to Carleton. Under intense scrutiny, the university
administration struggled to
maintain a coherent rationale for the ban.
Pressure on the university increased as a result of a
SAIA-initiated letter-writing
campaign. The FOI documents reveal that hundreds
of emails flooded President
Runte’s office following the
poster ban.
“Dear [University Secretary] Logan [Atkinson] and
[Equity Services Director]
Linda [Capperauld], I am receiving many - about a hundred now, letters [regarding
the poster ban]. I think it is
getting worse not better and
that we may have to com-
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municate an explanation to
campus,” wrote Runte on
February 20.
The following day, she
contacted Hyder to enlist
the professional assistance
of Hill & Knowlton. “Dear
Goldy, [...] The Israeli/Palestianian issue has been brewing on campus and I could
use some good advice as I
see it getting possible worse,”
said Runte in the email.
In his response, Hyder
proposed Steven MacKinnon, former national director of the Liberal Party of
Canada. Records show that
MacKinnon started working
the following day, February
22, on a no-bid contract for
“crisis/issue management”
worth $4,500.
continued on page 3
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Lev
• el• ler
noun
1 Historical: During the English Civil
War (c. 1649), one who favoured the
abolition of all rank and privilege.
Originally an insult, but later embraced
by radical anti-Royalists.
2 One who tells the truth, as in “I’m
going to level with you.”
3 An instrument that knocks down
things that are standing up or digs up
things that are buried or hidden.

I’m a
Leveller!

The Leveller is a publication covering campus and off-campus
news, current events, and culture in Ottawa and elsewhere. It is
intended to provide readers with a lively portrait of their university
and community and of the events that give it meaning. It is also
intended to be a forum for provocative editorializing and lively
debate on issues of concern to students, staff, and faculty as well
as Ottawa residents.
The Leveller leans left, meaning that it challenges power and
privilege and sides with people over private property. It is also
democratic, meaning that it favours open discussion over silencing
and secrecy. Within these very general boundaries, The Leveller
is primarily interested in being interesting, in saying something
worth saying and worth reading about. It doesn’t mind getting a
few things wrong if it gets that part right.
The Leveller has a very small staff, and is mainly the work of a
small group of volunteers. To become a more permanent enterprise
and a more truly democratic and representative paper, it will
require more volunteers to write, edit, and produce it, to take
pictures, and to dig up stories.

CORRECTION: In the article “Another One Bites the Dust” in the March 17th 2010 issue of The Leveller
Michael Mulvey was miswritten as “Mike Movey.” Apologies and condolences.

The Leveller needs you. It needs you to read it, talk about it,
discuss it with your friends, agree with it, disagree with it, write a
letter, write a story (or send in a story idea), join in the producing
of it, or just denounce it. Ultimately it needs you—or someone like
you—to edit it, to guide it towards maturity, to give it financial
security and someplace warm and safe to live.
The Leveller is an ambitious little rag. It wants to be simultaneously
irreverent and important, to demand responsibility from others
while it shakes it off itself, to be a fun-house mirror we can laugh
at ourselves in and a map we can use to find ourselves and our
city. It wants to be your coolest, most in-the-know friend and your
social conscience at the same time. It has its work cut out for it.
The Leveller is published every month or so. It is free.
The Leveller and its editors have no phone or office,
but can be contacted with letters of love or hate at

editors.the.leveller@gmail.com
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Student: Aramark boss slapped
campaigners with harassment complaint
MacKenzie denies, claims students have “every right to campaign”
by David Koch
Student campaigners supporting Aramark food service workers and their right
to unionize were recently
confronted by Carleton security officers with a harassment complaint levelled by
Aramark regional director
Shayne MacKenzie, according to student and activist
Cheyenne Fleet.
MacKenzie denied that
he had asked security to intervene in the case cited by
Fleet, but confirmed that
managers from Aramark had
lodged at least one harassment complaint with the
Department of University
Safety against campaigners.
This news follows allegations that Aramark has
attempted to intimidate
workers in order to squash a
union drive that began this
spring.
Fleet said that she was
in the Tory Tunnel, near the
University Centre building,

when the intervention took
place in early September.
She had been speaking
to students and distributing campaign stickers bearing the slogan “Hungry for
Change: Aramark Workers
and Carleton Students United” when two campus security officers approached her.
“In an incredibly aggressive manner, we were told to
leave as a harassment complaint had been filed against
us,” she said in an email to
the Leveller.
“When I asked who had
filed the complaint, the officers explained that the ‘head
of Aramark’ had emailed
them. I asked if it was
Shayne MacKenzie, and they
confirmed this.”
The security officers told
students that they could
continue to campaign as
long as they were not “verbally harassing or physically
obstructing students,” Fleet
said.
In a phone interview,

MacKenzie denied making
the complaint against campaigners at the time and
place in question. However,
he stated that Aramark managers had asked campus security to intervene following
an employee complaint at
least once.
“I know we did on one
[occasion] in response to a
complaint by an employee
who said they were being
harassed,” MacKenzie said.
He denied that Aramark
is trying to stop labour organizing on campus, saying
that students and organizers
have “every right to campaign.”
Allan Burns, director of
safety at Carleton University, confirmed that officers
confronted campaigners on
campus with harassment
complaints on Sept. 7 in the
Unicentre and Tory Building
area, and in late July near
the Residence Commons.
However, he would not
say who made the com-

plaints or who was confronted by the officers, citing
restrictions stemming from
freedom of information legislation.
“That information is private,” Burns said.
He added that the officers responding to the complaints found no evidence
of campaigners engaging in
criminal harassment.
“The determination at
that particular time was that,
with the evidence we were
given at that moment, there
didn’t appear to be a breach
of the Criminal Code.”
Security officers in the
Department of University
Safety are special constables,
which means they have the
power of arrest.
Since early this year, organizers have been campaigning to unionize Aramark
food service workers with
the Hospitality and Services
Trade Union (HSTU) Local 261, an affiliate of the
international union UNITE

HERE.
Managers at the local campus division of the
multinational company –
known as Carleton University Dining Services – have
attempted to prevent unionization through such means
as circulating letters meant
to intimidate workers, according to campaigners.
In April, Aramark attached letters, signed by
MacKenzie, to employee
paystubs saying they could
be fired for accessing company records to acquire the
home addresses of employees for unionization purposes, or for “harassing ...
intimidating or coercing a
fellow employee into joining a union or not joining a
union.”
The letter also noted that
employees are free to choose
whether or not to join the
union.
“Union representation is
an individual choice,” the
letter said.

“In an
incredibly
aggressive
manner, we
were told
to leave as a
harassment
complaint
had been filed
against us.”

Documents reveal secret agreement between
Carleton and Hill & Knowlton
continued from page 1

“Well, I think now that
Goldy has made the recommendation, I need to give
[REDACTED] a call. This will
not be to do anything but to
advise on if we should be
answering and who should
speak.... I think it will not be
a bad thing,” Runte wrote to
Colleen LaPlante, her executive assistant.
The FOI documents reveal that the university administration was extremely
concerned about a student
rally scheduled for February 26. Records indicate that
several members of the administration and security
staff were actively surveilling
student groups associated
with the rally.
Administration and security personnel also advised
various Carleton staff groups
that possible disruptions
would occur. It is unclear
what they anticipated, since
the rally was a symbolic silent march to protest censorship. However, in response
to these public warnings,
Runte responded, “Sigh.
Why do we need to advertize
their event and repeat their
message.”
The rally ended at Runte’s
office. She made a brief appearance, and in her only
public statement concerning the poster ban, told the
crowd, “The fact that I lis-
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tened to you is the fact that
you’re heard.”
In advance of the rally,
Runte and MacKinnon exchanged dozens of emails,
including many that discuss
media messaging and strategy. A number of messages
have been heavily censored.
Others display the extent
to which public scrutiny
over the censored poster
was fraying the nerves of
the president. “I decided to
return to campus tonight because I was worried,” Runte
wrote to MacKinnon at one
point on February 25.
The email records reveal
that Runte was consulted
continuously, and she appears to be the ultimate
decision-making authority.
For instance, to avoid embarrassment, Runte decided
to move the Chancellor’s installation to an off-campus
location. She cited the Chancellor’s “popularity” and the
potential for disruptions
from a supposed “boycott
day” in an email to MacKinnon on February 23.
“They [SAIA] are calling
March 5 Carleton boycott
day and do not indicate
what they intend to do. The
installation would be right
in the middle of the student
center... I can just see that we
would be providing them the
perfect opportunity... Best to
remove it. Have found better

places off-campus and have
indicated that the popularity
of the chancellor has made
our venue too small.”
Records also indicate she
sought advice from MacKinnon over a call from the
Globe and Mail and letters
of concern from the Canadian Civil Liberties Association and Association of
Palestinian Arab Canadians.
In a redacted email, MacKinnon advised, “I would take a
day or two to reflect on this
prior to responding to letters.”
Due to heavy redaction, it
is difficult to determine what
services MacKinnon performed under the contract. It
is clear that before his arrival,
both Runte and Atkinson
proposed particular communication strategies.
Additional documents
reveal that Carleton signed
another no-bid contract
with Hill & Knowlton in
2009, for a half-day mediatraining seminar. The cost
of the contract was $3,500,
bringing the total known
no-bid contracts awarded to
Hill & Knowlton to $8,000.
The poster ban resulted
in SAIA filing a complaint
with the Ontario Human
Rights Tribunal, citing Carleton’s discriminatory action in censoring the poster.
The case is still before the
tribunal.
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carleton university students’ association presents...

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19
Ottawa Civic Centre Salons

Doors 7pm | all ages and 19+ | $15 pre-sale | $20 after Oct 12
Tickets on sale September 24 in the CUSA & RRRA offices

Open everyday at 9:00am
for breakfast.

On October 25th, you will have the opportunity to elect a
new Mayor and Councillor to represent your views on City
Council. Make sure to vote for a candidate that represents
your views and ask candidates if they will commit to:
make the Universal Bus Pass program for University
students a permanent program
improve the City’s cycling infrastructure
freeze OC Transpo transit fares
add a student voice to City Hall through the Pedestrian
and Transit Advisory Committee

Contact your local students’ union to find out more information.
Go to www.ottawa.ca to find out when and where to vote.

campus

CUASA goes to strike vote
by Mat Nelson
After months of collective bargaining without a
contract, the 830 professors,
professional librarians, and
full-time instructors in the
Carleton University Academic Staff Association (CUASA)
are set to take part in a strike
vote on Oct. 4 and 5.
A strike vote is not a decision to go on strike. When
negotiations are going poorly, a union’s bargaining team
will approach the membership to vote “yes,” giving the
executive the authority to declare a strike if necessary.
The vote is used as a tool
to send a clear message to
the employer that the membership is not satisfied with
the employer’s contract proposals and that these need to
be adjusted to avoid a work
stoppage.
In this round of bargaining, the employer has proposed that there be no wage
increases for the next two
years.
However, the main issue
for CUASA centres around
the university administration’s attempt to give the
president and other adminis-

trators a veto over tenure and
promotion decisions.
Currently, tenure is decided by a committee of
peers within the candidate’s
department.
The administration is attempting to delete the definition of tenure in the current
collective agreement. This
definition reads, “‘Tenure’
means the permanency of
appointment including the
right to fair consideration for
increases of responsibility
and salary, and for promotions in rank, and the right
of a faculty member to continue as such until age 65
subject only to dismissal for
just cause.”
The university administration also wants to add the
maintenance of Carleton’s
“status and reputation” as a
factor for tenure consideration. Further, it is seeking
access to the faculty’s intellectual property, including teaching and research materials.
The administration claims
it wants to completely overhaul the tenure and promotion process to bring Carleton
more in line with so-called
“research-intensive Canadian
universities.”

The plan is outlined in a
recent report titled Tenure and
Promotion: Time for Change,
authored by Peter Ricketts,
Carleton’s provost and vicepresident (academic).
In the report’s preamble,
Ricketts writes, “We need a
modern and credible process that reflects Carleton’s
commitment to excellence in
both teaching and research,
as well as service to the university and society.”
The administration claims
the proposed changes to tenure are necessary to improve
Carleton’s research profile.
However, Carleton’s faculty
currently includes 24 Canada Research Chairs (CRCs)
and 5 National Sciences and
Engineering Research Council (NSERC) chairs. Further,
there are 25 Faculty of Arts
and Social Sciences Research
Centres (FRCs).
From 1999 to 2009, research funding at Carleton
went from $28 to $73 million. However, in 2008-09
faculty salaries at Carleton
remained 6.7% below the
average in Ontario, even
though administrative salaries at Carleton increased by
243% from 1997 to 2009,

an average annual increase
(compounded) of 7.7%. According to data calculated
by the University of Toronto
Faculty Association, this
makes Carleton’s increase in
administrative salaries the
second highest among all
Ontario universities.
Along with CUASA, other
unions at Carleton in negotiations include the Canadian
Union of Public Employees
(CUPE) 2424 and CUPE
4600. Historically, Carleton’s
administration has stalled
negotiations as a tactic to
achieve concessions.
CUPE 2424, the union
representing Carleton support staff, received an 83%
strike mandate on Sept. 27.
In a press release, union
president Wiz Long said,
“Carleton does not seem to
have learned anything from
the last round of bargaining.
In the last 30 years, Carleton
has always waited at the eleventh hour to address any serious bargaining.”
CUPE 2424 went on strike
for two weeks in 2007 in order to achieve a fair collective
agreement.
In 2006, the campus faced
a potential work stoppage

when the administration was
bargaining with CUASA and
CUPE 4600. CUASA found
itself in a legal strike position
on November 15, 2006, after
winning a 96% strike mandate. A high strike mandate
increases a union’s bargaining leverage, thus actually decreasing the risk of a strike.
The position of the administration at the time aligned
CUASA more closely with
CUPE 4600, who promised
to stand with the teaching assistants and contract instructors in the event of a strike.
In cooperation with CUPE
4600, CUASA produced a
poster in 2006 saying, “Why
won’t they bargain? We don’t
know.”
The poster also asked,
“What would the university
do without us?” and was accompanied by a picture of
an empty classroom. Both
unions recognized what was
at stake and worked together
to avert a strike.
The administration holds
the purse strings and it is up
to them to resolve this dispute in a reasonable and respectful manner.
A fair deal would put
quality education before

narrow financial interests,
by allowing members of
CUASA, CUPE 2424, and
CUPE 4600 to continue
to provide the best-quality services for students at
Carleton.

The main issue
for CUASA
centres around
the university
administration’s
attempt to give
the president
and other
administrators a
veto over tenure
and promotion
decisions.

Pathway to Privatization

A partnership between Carleton and Navitas puts public education at risk
by Nick Falvo
Carleton’s senior administration has been in
talks lately with Navitas,
a for-profit company that
promotes the “pathway
college” concept. For critics, this represents the next
step in the ongoing corporatization of our campus.
Pathway colleges generally involve a company
establishing a private “college” on a university campus. The private company
recruits its own students
from abroad but uses the
university’s name, reputation, and even logo in its
marketing.
For-profit companies,
such as Navitas, target students who currently do
not meet the university’s
admissions criteria, often because they lack the
English-language skills to
pass the Test of English as
a Foreign Language (TOEFL) exam. Once at the college, the newly recruited
international students pay
tuition to the private college to take English-as-asecond-language courses,
pre-undergraduate university courses, and sometimes
pre-master’s-level
courses.

www.leveller.ca

In many cases, the
courses taught have been
developed by the university’s professors. But the
pathways college courses
are usually taught by lessexperienced course instructors, often recruited
from the university’s own
pool of part-time instructors (including graduate
students). They are paid
considerably less than tenured university professors.
If all goes according to
plan, the pathway college
students eventually gain
admission to the university itself, often directly
into the second year of a
program. In exchange, the
university receives a fee as
compensation for use of
its brand and facilities, including its libraries, classrooms, athletics facilities,
clubs and societies, and
health services.
According to a recent
discussion paper released
by Dr. Peter Ricketts, Carleton’s provost and vicepresident
(academic),
Carleton could receive
up to $3 million per year
through a partnership
with Navitas, which would
initially have 70 students a
year at the private college,
but would grow to 600 stu-

dents within five years.
In the paper, Dr. Ricketts estimates that, to attract the same number of
students on its own, Carleton would have to spend
between $400,000 and
$700,000 annually.
In
short, Carleton does not
have the up front money
necessary for such an initiative, and Navitas does.
For faculty associations
representing
professors,
pathway colleges threaten
to erode the quality of
teaching at Canadian universities. Some critics of the
idea believe the profit motive will inevitably result in
international students being
misled about their chances
of gaining entry into the
university. It is alleged that
some of the marketing (remember: same logo) even
makes it seem that the college and the university are
one and the same.
Simon Fraser was the
first Canadian university to
develop such a partnership
when it allowed Navitas to
set up Fraser International
College (where, incidentally, more than two-thirds
of incoming students are
from China). The University of Manitoba followed
suit with Navitas shortly

thereafter. Yet Navitas still
considers Canada to be an
under-penetrated market,
meaning this is likely just
the beginning for Canadian universities.
In May, members of
the Canadian Federation
of Students passed a motion at their semi-annual
general meeting condemning pathway colleges, and
moved that senior levels of
government prohibit their
operation on university
campuses altogether. Other
university groups are concerned as well. Both faculty and students from many
campuses, most recently
the University of Windsor
and Carleton University,
have registered their opposition to their institutions’
respective corporatization
initiatives.
While safeguards could
hypothetically be put in
place to prevent the kind of
abuse that could come out
of such public-private partnerships, there is another
possibility too. It may be
that students and faculty
are acutely aware of the
importance of holding the
line in the ongoing fight
against corporatization.
Pathway colleges do not
exist because our universi-

ties don’t have the knowhow to recruit international students. Rather, they
exist because our universities’ international recruitment offices have been set
up to do their jobs insufficiently well, creating a void
that private companies are
only too happy to fill.
Carleton’s provost has
established a 23-member
working group that will
look further into a partnership with Navitas. Its final
report is due in January,
and the current proposal
from Navitas calls for its
first students to start classes here eight months later.
This leaves student and
faculty with two options:
sit back and watch as private companies take on a
more prominent role on
our campus, or get ready
to fight back.

Nick Falvo is a doctoral candidate at Carleton’s School of
Public Policy and Administration. He is also Vice-President
Finance of Carleton’s Graduate
Students’ Association (Local
78 of the Canadian Federation
of Students). An earlier version of this article appeared at
the Academic Matters website:
www.academicmatters.ca.

Navitas still
considers
Canada to
be an underpenetrated
market,
meaning this
is likely just
the beginning
for Canadian
universities.
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Fighting oPPression one steP at a time
ottawa women Take Back the night
by steffanie Pinch
Times may have changed
but the battles remain the
same.
Over 300 self-identified
women and their supporters marched into the night
without fear during Ottawa’s
annual Take Back the Night
protest on September 23.
Participants crowded the
streets, marching from Parliament Hill through the Byward Market to finish at an
information fair at City Hall.
The march coincided with
the week-long events related
to the No Means No campaign at Carleton University,
which promoted respect towards women and the end of
gender-based violence.
For over 30 years, Take
Back the Night has been
used to raise awareness
about gendered violence
with large processions and
poignant chants. Starting
with a meagre crowd of 80
determined women in 1978,
the event has swelled over
the years, becoming a highly
politicized forum for resistance and accessible feminist discourse.
Though women in Ottawa continue to face oppres-

sion and violence as their
foremothers did, the way
they have come to organize
and fight back has changed
dramatically.
Originating in the mid1970s, Reclaim the Night
demonstrations began to
pop up in the United States
and Europe after brutal attacks on women were publicized. These crimes acted as
a rallying point for women
to break the silence about
their own abuse.
Ottawa, Halifax, and
Vancouver were the first
Canadian cities to host the
event, putting the spotlight
on the taboo issues of violence within the home and
on the streets.
Currently the protest is
run by a collection of organizations under the umbrella
title of the Women’s Event
Network. With sexual assault
statistics still staggeringly high,
these various contributors
help Take Back the Night shed
light on hidden violence.
“One in three women
will be assaulted in their lifetime,” said Kandace Price,
coordinator of the Carleton
Womyn’s Centre.
Price added that these
numbers increase when

considering women of
colour, Aboriginal women,
women with disabilities
and trans women.
At the rally, the speakers reflected the diversity of
women in attendance. Ayesha Asghar
Hussain, representing No
One is Illegal Ottawa, spoke
about the dangers faced by
immigrant women.
“In the case of women
who don’t have [citizenship]
status, seeking help is not an
option,” she said. “These
inadequacies leave women
and girls vulnerable.”
All speeches were presented in French and English, with sign language
translations alongside. According to Yami Msosa, one
of the organizers and public
education coordinator for
the Sexual Assault Support
Centre (SASC), this was a
conscious effort to increase
accessibility.
Crisis workers from the
Carleton Coalition for a
Sexual Assault Centre volunteered to counsel women
who may be triggered, and a
Para Transpo bus was available, which followed the
route of the march. “We can’t
make assumptions [about
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women’s lives]” Msosa said.
The event was also made
open to men, which historically is a contested issue of
Take Back the Night. Msosa
admitted that the participation of men varies depending on the city.
Other marches have
barred men to avoid the
message that women need
to be accompanied by a man
at night to be safe. In Ottawa
men are allowed to march
as allies, though they are encouraged to walk at the back
and let women lead.
As for the success of the

rally, organizers remain
hopeful that this year’s
theme of Demand Our
Rights will have an impact
on some of the Harper government’s policies.
“We started the march at
the Hill to protest the legislation changes and funding
cuts the government is putting forth,” Msosa stated.
Conservative Public Safety
Minister Vic Toews has proposed to change wording in
the Criminal Code, having
hoped to replace the term
“sexual assault” with “rape.”
Controversy swarmed last

May when Toews brought
up the problematic change.
Feminists countered by arguing that rape defines all sexual assault as a penetrative
act, and a broader definition
is needed in the courts.
Though Canadian Press
investigations have found
that the proposal will not be
pursued, Msosa believes Take
Back the Night is needed to
demonstrate to politicians
that women will not let their
rights be taken away.
“This should be happening more than once a year,”
she concluded.

On October 25th, you will have the opportunity to elect a new Mayor
and Councillor to represent your views on City Council. Be sure to vote
for a candidate that represents your views and ask candidates if they
will commit to:

.
.
.
..
.

make the Universal Bus Pass program for University
students a permanent program
improve the City’s cycling infrastructure
make Ottawa a more environmentally friendly city
freeze OC Transpo transit fares
add a student voice to City Hall through the Pedestrian
and Transit Advisory Committee

contact your local students’ union for more information

Ottawa VOTES 2010

www.ottawa.ca/vote
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sQuaring oFF on transit, sPrawl, Bikes, and Food
ottawa’s First environmental Mayoral Debate
by Josée madéïa
Ottawa’s first environmental mayoral debate took place
before a full house at St. Paul
University on September 26.
Organized by Ecology Ottawa,
in partnership with 16 other
environmental groups in the
city, the event was standing
room only.
Eight of the 20 candidates
running for mayor were present to answer 12 questions, 5
of which came from the audience. Energy efficiency, the
protection of waterways, biodiversity, waste management,
the green bin program, and
governance were all touched
upon.
But the hot ticket items
were urban planning, sprawl,
transit, local food production, and the now (in)famous
Lansdowne redevelopment
project.
Ottawa local media polls
and articles have stressed that
transportation and public
transit are key issues for Ottawans heading to the ballot
box. This is not surprising given the 2009-2010 bus strike,
the ever-so-frequent fare
hikes – Ottawa now boasts
the second-highest transit
fares in the country – and the

confusion surrounding lightrail transit (LRT), tunnels,
and trains.
Charlie Taylor said that he
would call a moratorium on
road construction and that a
rail-based system is a must,
whereas incumbent Larry
O’Brien briefly mentioned a
five-point transit plan before
stating his support for personal vehicles.
Jim Watson said he would
make public transit a number one priority and voiced
his opposition to the ring
road proposed by O’Brien.
Clive Doucet asserted that
Ottawa can have LRT within
four years, and that LRT lines
should be created along Carling Avenue in the west end
and along Innes Road in the
city’s east end.
When asked about planning and urban sprawl,
O’Brien asserted that “business can be our friend” and
therefore needs to be at the
planning table. Other candidates disputed this.
Doucet called for smarter
intensification in the form of
massive high-rises, as opposed
to promoting urban sprawl in
one end of the city. Watson
underlined that “growth does
not pay for growth,” argu-

ing that expanding the urban
boundary is not a fiscally conservative way of doing business, as municipal services
(sewers, hydro, etc.) also need
to be expanded when Ottawa
develops and sprawls as a city.
No environmental debate
is complete without discussions about how to support
food producers and local and
sustainable farming.
O’Brien, looking into the
cameras, implied his broad
support for local food production by stating he had long
supported the Lansdowne
farmers’ market. This claim
was met with jeering from
audience members who disagreed.
Robin Lawrance, another
mayoral candidate, asked out
of frustration, “What about
the many other farmers’ markets in this city?”
Doucet highlighted that
during the ice storm of 1998,
despite the fact that citizens
are blessed with prime farm
land here in the Ottawa valley, there was no more than
three days’ worth of food in
the city. Decrying the fact that
tomatoes from Manotick go to
Toronto before they can get to
Ottawa, he called for the creation of a farm terminal that

photo by paX

would make it easier for farmers to sell their produce not
only at markets, but to grocery
stores.
To finish the segment, Mike
Maguire stressed that property
taxes and the cost of energy is
killing smaller farms.
When asked about cycling,
Doucet and Taylor declared
their support for segregated
bike lanes and stressed the
need for safe connecting
routes. Maguire, on the other
hand, equated bike lanes to

lost parking spaces and stated
that “lost parking is lost tax
revenue.”
Watson praised Citizens
for Safe Cycling, an Ottawa-based cycling advocacy
group, for its comprehensive
eight-point plan. Other candidates talked about their
own personal love of cycling,
excluding O’Brien.
Although many challenges arise in organizing a
mayoral debate involving 20
candidates, moderator Pat-

rick Quealey struck a balance
between facilitating poignant
questions and encouraging
audience participation.
The next debate, on social
issues – recreation, housing,
child care, and transit fees –
organized by the Coalition
to Move Ottawa Forward in
partnership with the CBC, will
be held at the Bronson Centre (211 Bronson), October 7
at 7:30pm. Check out soyouthinkyoucanmayor.com for
more information.

Mike’s Place
MON Games Night 7pm

TUES Karaoke 9pm

!
W
NE

WED Trivia 8pm

10%
student discount
off of food!

1st FRI of the Month: Open Mike 8pm
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Name our House Beer Contest!
Name our House Beer and create a logo for the tap! Prizes to be won!
Submit your design to Danny Byrne, 6th floor UC!
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the Players in lansdowne
oSeG GRouP Four prominent Ottawa developers, Roger Greenberg (chairman and
CEO of Minto Corp), William Shenkman (chairman, Shenkman Corp), John Ruddy (president, Trinity Development Group), Jeff Hunt (owner and president of Ottawa 67s) run the
Lansdowne Live project.
oTTAwA CiTiZen After publishing several articles critical of the redevelopment process for Lansdowne, the Citizen abruptly silenced reporter Maria Cook’s blog, Designing
Ottawa. Subsequent articles published in regards to Lansdowne and especially the treatment of the heritage buildings on site have been noticeably supportive of the project.
Minto Corporation is a major advertiser in the Ottawa Citizen.

THe CiTy oF oTTAwA There is a clear conflict of interest for the City to be guiding
the project through the City as an official project partner . Serious doubts can also be
raised about the involvement mayoral incumbent Larry O’Brien has in the project. For
example, his vote on the Planning Committee (on which he has a vote, but does not sit)
allowed Lansdowne zoning to be passed 5 to 4.

CoMMuniTy oRGAniZATion
fought to have their voices be hea
Lansdowne Park, which oppose the

Recently they initiated formal legal pr
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roceedings against the plan. Local advisory groups, like
the alarm about specific implications of the project.
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lansdowne FaCts
The Aberdeen Pavillion was home to
the Stanley Cup final of 1904 between
the Winnipeg Rowing Club and the
Ottawa Senators (the legendary “Silver
Seven”). The Senators won the cup in
a best of 3 series.

oTHeR STAkeHoLDeRS There are several key landowners and stakeholders in the
area. The National Capital Commission owns the property bordering the Queen Elizabeth
driveway, while the City retains ownership of the area containing Frank Clair Stadium, the
Aberdeen, and the Horticulture Building. As steward to the UNESCO World Heritage site,
Parks Canada owns property along the canal and will need to approve anything within
the 30m buffer zone of the Canal.
The City is legally obligated to obtain approval from the Ontario Heritage Trust (OHT) to
ensure plans pay proper consideration to the Aberdeen Pavilion. To this date, the City has
been dismissive of the OHT’s authority and it is unclear whether it has been in contact
with Parks Canada. There is concern that with different planning processes going on,
Lansdowne redevelopment could result in an overall bad design.

The proposed 400,000 square feet of
commercial space at Lansdowne Park
amounts to the size of Carlingwood
Mall, or 90% of the South Keys
shopping complex.
The 1877 exhibition held at Lansdowne
included the first public demonstration
of the telephone in Canada.

For more info on how to ﬁght
to keep Lansdowne public,
visit http://letsgetitright.ca/

editorial

letters

AN AWKWARD
BALANCE
When we come to realize
that public figures and institutions do not act with our best
interests at heart, that they
are not necessarily guided by
a vision that aims to ensure
needs are met, we become
cynical, even disillusioned.
We start to believe that
public figures and institutions
will let us down. We see them
as acting only for the benefit
of the wealthy and the powerful. We throw up our hands,
frustrated that they will once
again neglect the rest of us.
And so, we’re neither disappointed nor shocked when
again and again our interests
are forgotten.
For instance, at the Leveller, we weren’t particularly
shocked by the revelation that
in 2009 the Carleton University administration hired a
public relations firm to spin a
conflict with Students Against
Israeli Apartheid (SAIA). Nor
were we surprised to learn
that the firm was in fact affiliated with a member of Carleton’s Board of Governors.
It felt like it was Carleton as
usual.
If we expect the university
to operate like any other corporation, on the same level as
oil or mining or pharmaceutical companies, then this sort
of behaviour is hardly surprising. We knowingly shrug
our shoulders in resignation,
and keep on reading, barely
batting an eye.
But if instead we hold Carleton University accountable
for making good on its promise of providing “the opportunity for thousands of young
people to develop intellectually and socially,” as its own
website states, then the spin
doctor contract with Hill &
Knowlton is, to put it bluntly,
quite scandalous.
There are other examples.
This issues also features stories
on the bargaining between
the university and its faculty,
support staff, and teaching assistants (TAs).
Taking what Carleton
President Runte said in an email to students at face value,
that “the best teaching is enlightened by research and the
best research benefits from
explanation, communication
and the participation of inquisitive minds,” then the actual position of the administration at the bargaining table
is completely incongruous.
Alas, this is not all surprising
either.
In order to create a rich
and meaningful educational environment, we need a
strong faculty that can focus
on teaching and research,
without having to worry
about threats to academic
freedom, unfair tenure procedures, the privatization of

education through plans to
contract teaching out to the
multinational
corporation
Navitas, and even a loss of intellectual property ownership
– which of course is aimed
at facilitating the Navitas fiasco by giving the university
ownership of faculty’s lecture
notes and course syllabi.
The university also needs
a strong support staff to provide the many services that
students need to succeed, free
from anxieties over job security.
And finally, the university
needs strong teaching assistants (TAs) who can work to
help students succeed in their
undergraduate
education,
without become embroiled
in their own worries about
decreasing take-home pay
caused by rising tuition fees.
Our coverage in this issue
is not just of the duplicitous
ideals of the Carleton administration, but also of issues
that are far more insidious.
The annual event Take Back
the Night has been used to
raise awareness about gendered violence for over 30
years. Much progress for
women’s rights was made
in the past few decades. But,
more recently, we have seen
the Conservative government
erode major advances won by
the movement.
Despite Prime Minister
Harper’s soft, sweater-wearing facade, his government
has made significant funding
cuts to women’s programs.
Soon after he took office in
2006, he removed “the pursuit of equality” from the
mandate of Status of Women
Canada (SWC). He closed
12 of its 16 regional offices.
He shut down the National
Association of Women and
the Law (NAWL), the Court
Challenges Program (CCP)
and the Women’s Future
Fund (WFF). He unilaterally
cancelled the previous government’s plans for universal
and accessible child care in
Canada.
Although women continue to face oppression,
perhaps we should not be
surprised that the Harper government has systematically
cut policies directed towards
improving women’s lives. Yet,
our cynicism should not lead
us to apathy. Thirty years on,
Take Back the Night is still
promoting respect towards
women, and putting an end
to gender-based violence,
through community-based
solidarity initiatives.
Perhaps the best example
in this issue of dashed expectations is our government’s
failure to live up to ideals in
the treatment of First Nations
communities and especially
First Nations children in
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Canada. Although most of us
are at least partly aware of the
collective Canadian history of
colonialism, genocide, and
child abuse that the Canadian
state is built upon, we must
not let our cynicism lead to
apathy. We have to insist that
our government live up to its
own claims to care, and not
only express true sorrow for
past injustices, but also improve living conditions on
and off reserves.
Another example, albeit
one we we don’t cover in this
issue, which made headlines
all summer, is the institutional
hypocrisy that was the recent
G8/G20 protests. Although
many of us at the Leveller have
come to expect those protesting gross inequalities will be
met by cops acting like goons,
the point is maybe that that’s
not what they’re supposed to
be doing. That is, if you listen
to their claims that they “serve
and protect.”
The $1 billion of taxpayer
money that was spent on security alone for the G8/G20
summits is itself a travesty. At
a time when our government
is speaking openly about
wage freezes for public workers, this doublespeak should
inspire us to do more than
grimace and shrug our shoulders.
Given the pathetic performances of institutions who
claim to represent us, and in
some cases work for us, why
should we continue to expect
anything?
Ideals are important, even
if in some cases they are unattainable. We need to have
images of what we believe
things should look like, so we
can compare them to what is
actually happening.
And when our expectations are not met, we should
protest, not only because protest can help to remind the
public of the failures of our
public institutions, but also
more importantly because it
might remind us that things
need not be this way. There
are other possibilities.
This awkward balance
between being realistic and
idealistic, between knowing
what institutions claim to
do and rising up in opposition to what they in fact do,
forces institutions and everyone who has a stake in their
functioning to confront the
recurring gap – the little everyday lies upon which faith
in neo-liberal political culture feeds.
And we begin to think
seriously about how another
world, one operating on
more just principles of true
and meaningful conviviality,
would do better at embodying rather than just broadcasting our best potentials.

in response to VOLUME 3, ISSUE 1
I would like to thank you for your article
“Universal Bus Fuss.”
The U-Pass has been a huge victory for Ottawa students, but the fight is not over. Students
should be getting out on October 25 to vote in
the municipal elections.
The Carleton University Students’ Association (CUSA), along with other students’ unions
in Ottawa, has worked hard at an election strategy.
We have come up with a list of four studentcentred election issues. We are asking for mayoral and city council candidates to commit
to tmaking the U-Pass a permanent program,
freezing OC Transpo transit fares, improving
the city’s cycling infrastructure, and adding a
student voice on the Pedestrian and Transit Advisory Committee.
Last year, City Council voted on the program
with the agreement that it would be a one-year
pilot program. This means the new council will
have to vote on the U-Pass again, and this election is our chance to make it permanent.
Student debt is on the rise, and making transit more affordable and accessible for students
is just one way we can alleviate some of the financial burden.
I encourage students to speak to the mayoral candidates and councilors running in their
wards and ask them to commit to the list of priorities listed above. We will be working hard to
get the student vote out on October 25 to ensure
the student voice is heard n these elections.
Students are crucial stakeholders in the transit system and now it is time to ensure that we
cast our ballots for those who will look out for
our best interests, which means providing us a
permanent U-Pass option and a voice on the
Pedestrian and Transit Advisory Committee.
In solidarity,
Dina Skvirsky
Vice-President Student Issues
Carleton University Students’ Association

I have been called a nerd before, but never by
a small, secretive cabal of crypto-socialist quasijournalists. So I’m indebted to you for the brand
new experience you provided me through the
article “From kids’ table to nerd junta.”
I am also thrilled to be declared a member of
a “junta” – isn’t that just a wonderful word? I’m
going to mention it whenever I introduce myself
to people from now on.
Now that we’re done with the thank-yous,
let’s talk a bit about facts. The Carleton Academic
Student Government (CASG), for which I am
serving as council chair, is the only formal venue
for students to debate and have their say on the
academic issues so crucial to our university experience.
While the Carleton University Students’ Association (CUSA) focuses more on the fun side
of campus life, CASG representatives and executives hunker down and make their views known
to the administration on how the policies of
Carleton’s faculties, schools, and colleges affect
students.
Far from being undemocratic, CASG elections are publicized, open to all, and conducted
online – avoiding the wasteful and inefficient paper balloting of voting conducted by CUSA.
Like CUSA, CASG’s regular council meetings
are open to anyone who wishes to attend; as an
added bonus, and unlike CUSA, CASG publicizes those meetings on its website.
CASG is by no means a perfect organization,
and you are not out of line in discussing its occasionally checkered history. But your article (unintentionally, I am sure) overlooked the important
role that CASG plays on our campus.
While I can confirm that new president
Heather Page is a colourful figure indeed, I can
also attest that everyone involved in CASG will
be working harder than ever for students in the
year ahead – and I hope to see a Leveller or two at
our next meeting.
Emile Scheffel
Council Chair, CASG
Fourth-year political science student
University Senator – Public Affairs Students

in response to VOLUME 2, ISSUE 5
As a busy student pressed for both time and
money, I envy Erin Seatter her leisure to read
children’s books – which, now that I think of it,
must be a common pastime among the Leveller’s “journalistic staff.”
Her review of Jacques Shore’s Friday Night
with the Pope is touching in the gentle, thoughtful way it mutates a message of inter-religious
dialogue and understanding into a supposed
justification for alleged Israeli war crimes.
By one-quarter of the way through her piece,
Seatter asserts that the topic of “Israel takes us
into the realm of Zionist politics.” No, it doesn’t
– Seatter does, and for no apparent reason.
For reasons that only a Leveller could ever
comprehend, she decides that Shore’s portrayal
of a young Jewish boy’s dinner with Pope John
Paul II is intended to legitimize “racist marriage
laws ... dehumanization.... [and] disproportionate use of force in conflicts,” to name a few.
This ludicrous leap of logic illustrates why
rational, mainstream Canada has mobilized
against the hatefulness and polarization represented by Israeli Apartheid Week, the Boycott,
Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) campaign,
and their proponents – these people appear
completely incapable of separating legitimate
critique of Israeli government policy from attacks on the faith, culture, and heritage of the
Jewish people.
Mr. Shore wrote this story as a tribute to his
half-brother, who was killed in the Holocaust
of the 1940s. Seatter’s baseless criticism negates
the entire premise of the book.
When a Jewish kid can’t have dinner with
the Pope without becoming emblematic of an
entire state’s policies toward a complex conflict,
it becomes clear who the true children are.
Emile Scheffel

After Canada pledged to reduce emissions by
17 per cent relative to 2005 levels by 2020, many
people were doubtful and discontent, believing
a more ambitious target was necessary. But will
Canada’s targets destroy the world? Maybe, but
not the way Aaron Saad had in mind in “Canada
Pledges to Help Destroy World.”
Human activity and pollution, often attributed to increased temperatures, have increased recently. However, making radical reductions of 2540 per cent relative to the 1990 levels called for by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) will do little if anything. The science of climate change is too unsettled to attribute current
rises in temperature to human activity.
The Nongovernmental International Panel on
Climate Change (NIPCC) states, “The pattern of
warming observed in the 20th century differs from
the pattern predicted by global climate models
designed to simulate CO2-induced global warming... All greenhouse models show an increasing
warming trend with altitude in the tropics... However, the temperature data from balloons give the
opposite result: no increasing warming, but rather
slight cooling with altitude.”
With our inability to accurately model the
effects of CO2 to temperature, drastic changes
to the country’s emissions seem inappropriate.
Instead of spending billions of dollars reducing
emissions, money should be spent on research so
scientists can use solid facts to base policies on.
There are also too many issues that are certain in the world, such as poverty, malnutrition, and war, to spend large sums of money
on things we don’t know much about. Yes,
Canada’s money to stop climate change and reduce emissions is helping to destroy the world
– through the lack of money spent on certain
important issues.
Mary-Jean Harris
Grade 11 student
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a PraCtiCal
sending
guide to the
a strong
ottawa eleCtion signal
Carleton support workers’ union
sCene
votes for clear strike mandate
by leon cart
Election day is almost
here and many pundits believe this could be the most
important local election in
– at least – four years. Yet,
if you’re like me and the 46
per cent of Ottawans who
didn’t bother to vote in the
last election, then you probably have no idea what’s going on. So here’s a practical
guide to the candidates and
issues.

The Candidates
Larry O’Brien: The current
mayor of Ottawa, O’Brien is
running on his solid record
over the last four years. Seriously, he hasn’t been convicted of a single criminal
offence since being elected
mayor, which has got to
count for something.
Jim Watson: Watson is a
former mayor of Ottawa. He
quit to work for the Canadian Tourism Commission,
and then quit that job to run
for MPP – a job he then quit
so he could run for mayor
again. If elected, Watson
won’t quit. Unless, maybe,
he does.
Clive Doucet: Doucet
will forever be remembered
as the councillor who had
the vision, courage, and
willpower to bring about
the redevelopment of Lansdowne Park. Because of his
leadership, the Glebe will
soon be host to a new football stadium.

Alex Cullen: Alex Cullen is the best candidate for
mayor and you should definitely vote for him no matter what. Oh, he dropped
out. Never mind.
Andrew Haydon: 73year-old Andy Haydon was
the first mayor of Nepean
in 1978. Things haven’t
changed that much since
then, have they?
The Other Candidates:
There are a lot of other candidates running and – I’ll be
honest – I couldn’t be bothered to google them. But I’m
sure they’re great too.

The issues
Transit: Remember the
Ottawa transit strike? When
you spent 51 days standing
at Hurdman Station waiting for the bus that never
came? As it turns out, that’s
a municipal issue. But don’t
worry, council has a plan!
Councillors intend to
build a tunnel through the
heart of downtown; this will
take years of construction
and unfavourable traffic to
complete. Maybe, if we are
lucky, we will have a train
system in only a decade or
two. In fact, this plan is so
much better than the last
plan, where the City paid
$30 million to cancel the
contract for the last plan.
Lansdowne Park: See
“Clive Doucet.”
Taxes: Last time around,
Larry O’Brien campaigned
on a policy of “zero means

zero.” Unfortunately it
seems he was referring to
promises kept because taxes
have risen consistently over
four years.
For this election, the Ottawa Taxpayer Advocacy
Group has come up with a
new catchy slogan: “No new
money.” According to most
financial experts, this slogan
is a lot better than the old
slogan because it doesn’t actually use the word “zero,”
which means taxes can continue to rise consistently
over the next four years.
Mixed
Martial
Arts
(MMA): For those of you
who can’t figure out how to
turn off the parental controls
on your new 52-inch plasma
TV and are unfamiliar with
MMA, imagine a Saturday
night in Hull – but less violent.
Recently, Ontario Premier Dalton McGuinty received a large wad of cash
from lobbyists and decided
to allow MMA in Ontario.
This has led to a furious debate about whether Ottawa
should host the first fight in
Ontario, even though everybody knows that we should
stop whining and just be
happy we got an NHL AllStar game.
It’s certainly an interesting election – hey, stop
yawning! – so don’t forget
to vote on October 25. Then
we can all go back to watching less violent entertainment, like MMA.

AUTHORITATIVE. EYE-OPENING. PROVOCATIVE.
Don’t miss award-winning
journalist and
bestselling author

LINDA McQUAIG
Wednesday, October 6
7:30 �.�.
Patrick Gordon Framing Studio
160 Elm Street, Ottawa
penguin.ca
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FREE ADMISSION

by Pam Griffin-hody
Canadian Union of
Public Employees (CUPE)
Local 2424 is the union at
Carleton representing support staff. Each day at Carleton, students and faculty
benefit from services provided by 2424 members
in their departments, the
registrar’s office, student
accounts, awards, health
services, and the library, to
give a few examples.
CUPE 2424’s collective agreement with Carleton University expired on
June 30, 2010. After filing
for conciliation in July
and having several meetings with the conciliator
– a neutral representative
from the Ministry of Labour mandated to facilitate the resolution of labour disputes – there has
still been no movement
from the employer. Traditionally, the Carleton administration pushes things
to the wire.
Following this brinksmanship tradition, which
is 30 years in the making,
CUPE 2424 held what has
become our traditional triennial strike mandate vote.
It should be noted that although 2424 has had to
hold a strike mandate vote
in every cycle of bargaining
since 1980, it has gone on
strike only twice, in 1980
and in 2007.
On Sept. 27, CUPE Local 2424 members voted
overwhelmingly to support their bargaining committee with an 83 per cent
strike vote mandate. The
voter turnout was high,
with over 400 of 750 members casting ballots.
This strong strike mandate should signal to the
Carleton administration
that 2424 is prepared once
again to do what it takes to
get a fair contract.
CUPE 2424 members
are supported in their
struggles by the Canadian
Federation of Students
(CFS) and the other unions
on campus that form the
umbrella group Campus
United.
Two other unions at
Carleton University are
also currently at the bargaining table. CUPE 4600
represents teaching assistants and contract in-

structors, and the Carleton
University Academic Staff
Association (CUASA) represents faculty members
and research librarians.
These three unions make
up most of Carleton’s academic and administrative
workers.
Two simple words explain the tensions surrounding bargaining in
2010: job security. From
CUPE 2424’s attempt to
protect its members’ jobs
to CUASA’s struggles with
tenure and promotion and
the concerns of all surrounding Navitas, it really
boils down to job security.
But workers at Carleton
– academic as well as administrative – are not only
concerned with personal
financial gain.
CUPE 2424 members
find it difficult to separate
their paid job from their
need to provide services to
students. We are concerned
about the quality of education. We are concerned
with the increasing cost of
post-secondary education
along with the erosion of
government funding.
The chronic underfunding of universities is not
new. It has been getting
progressively worse for
the past three decades. In
1980, tuition made up approximately 18 per cent of
universities’ budgets.
In 2010-11, this is now
approaching or even exceeding 50 per cent in Ontario universities. Ontario
lags far behind other jurisdictions in financial contributions to post-secondary education. It is by far
the lowest in Canada and
in the bottom 10 in North
America.
Properly funding postsecondary
education
improves the quality of
education in a number of
ways.
First, funding supports
research into many areas,
including health and social issues that directly
affect all families in Ontario and that is not driven
by corporate concerns. It
also fuels the growth of
the knowledge economy,
which is essential for the
province’s development.
Finally, it ensures access to
education for all who wish
to learn, without the im-

pediment of high tuition
fees.
When you support postsecondary academic and
administrative workers you
are supporting publicly
funded post-secondary education. Universities work
because we, the workers of
CUPE 2424, do.
pam griffin-hody is external vice president of Cupe
Local 2424, which represents
clerical, technical, library,
and administrative workers
at Carleton university.
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Play the Man, not the puck
Thoughts on the state of hockey
by Doug Nesbitt
My dreams of playing in
the NHL ended in a Junior B
tryout when I was hit from behind during a scrimmage. Five
minutes later, I regained consciousness on the bench with
my crushed hockey helmet at
my side.
I was only 17, but after
two wrecked knees and three
concussions, I had finally
had enough. I should have
switched to speed skating like
my sister.
In recent years, experiences
like mine have fuelled an increasingly public debate about
the uptick in concussions
and other serious injuries in
hockey. At the same time, millions of hockey fans still yearn
for the return of their beloved
NHL teams and “good” hockey lost in the era of crackpot
Commissioner Gary Bettman
and greedy owners.
As sportswriter Dave Zirin wrote in Bad Sports: How
Owners Are Ruining the
Games We Love, “Bettman
took one look at this blue-collar league built on the backs of
hardscrabble French Canadians, toothless grins, and rabid
fans, and recoiled…He saw
the future of ice hockey and,
unfathomably, saw Dixie.”
As Zirin outlined, the reck-

less expansion of the league
into the southern US failed to
produce the desired contract
with a national American TV
network, culminating in the
crisis of profitability that resulted in the 2004-05 NHL
lockout.
However, the game has
also seen a recent recovery in
interest, and not just because
of new players like Alexander
Ovechkin and Sidney Crosby.
During the Vancouver Olympics, it garnered remarkable
levels of international attention in a myriad of countries:
1.5 million viewers per game
in Brazil, 2 million in South
Korea, and 1.8 million in Britain.
Similarly, after years of
poor ratings, American NHL
viewership has soared, exemplified by the Chicago-Philadelphia Stanley Cup finals in
2010. Also, last year’s outdoor
Winter Classic between Chicago and Detroit drew 4.4 million American viewers – the
highest regular season ratings
in 34 years.
In this moment of promise and peril, Toronto hosted
a second, less spectacular
international gathering late
last August. Active and retired
athletes, coaches, trainers, administrators from numerous
leagues, and representatives of

the shadowy sports business
world gathered for the first
World Hockey Summit.
They met to grapple with
the sport’s problems, and how
to, as corporate public relations
speak would put it, “grow” the
game. The prohibitive registration fee of $450 ensured that
only the hockey elite could attend, but it did not prevent a
clash of principles.
Hayley
Wickenheiser,
probably the world’s most
famous
female
hockey
player, stood her ground
against International Olympic Committee president
Jacques Rogge. Earlier in the
summer, Rogge had stated
that unless women’s hockey
became more competitive, it
would be dropped from the
Olympics.
Wickenheiser argued that
the sport’s governing body,
the International Ice Hockey
Federation, had failed to make
women’s hockey a priority,
exemplified by the absence
of a women’s hockey director
and inadequate coaching and
funding. She also added that
the loss of women’s hockey at
the Olympics would be detrimental to its growth.
The other major issue
was that of concussions and
player safety from the minor
to the professional levels.

While everyone agreed that
sportsmanship had to be developed at a young age, there
was no clear resolution to
the debates surrounding injuries. This was because the
parameters of debate did not
change given that the usual
suspects were asking and answering the questions.
Critically, the common
assumption that the concussion epidemic at all levels of
hockey was inevitably due
to faster and stronger players went unchallenged. Solutions were uncreative and
largely recycled, as exemplified by Philadelphia Flyers
coach Peter Laviolette, who
said, “The best way to teach
at any level, whether it’s
kids or the NHL level, is by
watching something. When
the NHL wants to discuss
hits to the head and how to
prevent them and what’s legal and what’s not legal, all
NHL teams have to watch
a video and sign off on the
fact that they did watch it.”
This sort of approach has
not worked. Contrary to what
Laviolette says, the best way to
learn is by doing, not watching.
Players today have learned
the sport in an entirely different manner. This has coincided with a dramatic reduction

in outdoor rinks, leading to
more injuries from dangerous
checking and rampant hooking and holding, and resulting
in a destabilization of sportsmanship.
With a stick, helmet, gloves,
and skates, the style of play developed on outdoor rinks is
radically different than that of
fully padded players indoors.
Pond hockey dramatically
reduces aggressive, dangerous play and contributes to
healthy intolerance towards
such a style.
Likewise, financial barriers to playing hockey – faced
by poor families and many
women – would be dramatically lowered if players did not
have to pay costly ice-time fees
or for expensive equipment.
Limited only by sunlight, outdoor rinks provide the time
to develop skating, stickhandling, and shooting skills
and the fast, dynamic style of
hockey that fans love to watch
and players love to play.
Recent decades have witnessed municipal governments close outdoor rinks due
to social spending cutbacks at
the federal and provincial levels. Only a few years ago, the
City of Ottawa threatened to
close the Brewer Park outdoor
rinks and the 400 meter-long
track oval – one of only four

long track ovals in Ontario.
As I experienced in London, Ontario during the mid1990s, when the outdoor
rinks at the University of Western Ontario were closed for
financial purposes, an entire
community of players, young
and old, men and women,
students and workers, was dissolved in an instant.
Outdoor rinks can, in
fact, do more than just
change the culture of hockey. They can also help improve our neighbourhoods
and towns by providing a
place to have fun and get to
know one another.
It comes, then, as no
surprise that soccer is now
Canada’s most-played sport.
All you need is a ball and an
open space. It’s a profoundly
grassroots, democratic sport.
There’s no reason why easyto-maintain,
thoroughly
green, and job-creating
outdoor rinks should not
be made in every neigbourhood park, temperature permitting.
Money, critics will say, is
the problem. Well, the federal government is prepared
to spend $200 million on a
new hockey stadium in Quebec City for an NHL team that
doesn’t exist. How many outdoor rinks would that create?

When a Pessimist
Sees a Solution
by Sabrien Amrov
How does a boy from Tel
Aviv, who served in the Israel Defense Forces and later
moved on to become the advisor of Israel’s so-called wiseman Shimon Peres, end up
becoming today’s most critical
voice in Israeli journalism?
A visit to Palestine was
crucial to the development of
Gideon Levy’s criticism of Israel’s foreign policy in Palestine.
“Traveling to the occupied territories,” confessed
Hareetz columnist Levy, “is
really just taking a drive less
than 20 minutes in the backwoods of Israel. But it is not
something any Israeli thinks
of doing.”
On Sept. 21, Levy spoke
to a full house at the University of Ottawa as part of a
tour organized by Canadians
for Peace and Justice in the
Middle East. His speech was
aptly entitled, “The Punishment of Gaza.”
Levy is not your average
journalist. He is not seduced
by his own sarcasm, he is
not a self-proclaimed thinker,
and he does not cherish his
writings. The subject matter

is difficult to digest, perhaps
explaining his self-identified
pessimism.
As Levy told the audience
in the Alumni Auditorium,
he would rather not have to
write about pregnant women
in confrontations with Israeli
checkpoint guards, as they
strive to get to a hospital to
deliver.
He hates writing about
groups of children from Gaza
who could not figure out what
had really killed their teacher.
Was it an airplane or a tank?
Furthermore, he stated that
he does not appreciate writing
about the white illegal phosphorous snow that fell on
Gaza, killing 14,000 in Operation Cast Lead.
Levy spoke with a paralyzed tone, exhausted by the
darkness of Israeli society
and what he referred to as the
“collective coma of the Israeli
people.”
According to Levy, “Israel
has lost touch with reality,”
as Palestinians pay the price
by being completely and collectively stripped of their humanity.
But I assume the audience
was aware of all that Levy talk-
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ed about. Those who attended
the talk sympathized with the
Palestinians; the silence in the
room was that of the choir.
The most crucial sentence
of Levy’s talk was repeated
numerous times: “Israel needs
a push, and it needs to come
from outside.”
This push from outside
can be found in the ongoing Boycott Divestment
Sanctions (BDS) campaign
launched in 2005 by Palestinian civil society. Inspired
by the South African antiapartheid movement, the
BDS campaign to end Israeli
colonization,
occupation,
and apartheid aims to hold
Israel accountable for its human rights violations of Palestinian people and to comply with international law.
Levy’s message was clear:
Israelis must wake from
their coma and Palestinians
must rise up, not to revenge
their hurt, but to reconcile
with the occupier in the
name of just peace and
equal rights. We must acknowledge the reality that
every act of colonization is
never sustainable and will
always fail.
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I Am a Witness

Working in Alliance with First Nations children
by Kate Ayalogu
Cindy Blackstock, the
executive director of First
Nations Child and Family Caring Society, hosted a
public lecture on September
22, 2010, on systemic racial
discrimination against Indigenous children. Blackstock was accompanied by
Jessica Yee of Akwesasne,
the executive director of the
Native Youth Sexual Health
Network, in this interview
on racialized Indigenous
children.
Q. Talk about the nature
of racial discrimination
against Aboriginal children in Canada.
Blackstock: It’s when you
get less simply because of
the colour of your skin. It’s
when governments choose
to give you less simply
because of the colour of
your skin. There’s racism
that happens on the street
and types of discrimination against other groups,
but when the government
chooses to give children
less simply because they’re
First Nations and living on
reserves, that’s a breach of
international law and it’s
also a breach of our constitution and the values that
we have as Canadians.
So what we’re saying here is
that we’re giving Canadians
the ability to understand
that this type of root discrimination does happen;
counter to what the big
stereotype is, First Nations
kids get less government
services than every other
child, and as Canadians
are becoming more aware
of it from reading the auditor general’s reports and
others, they’re saying it just
isn’t right. It’s not fair and
they’re holding their political leaders accountable,
and that’s what we need to
see.
Yee: The only thing I would
add is that racism happens
not just in words anymore.
It’s in actions. They’re purposeful; people are making
a choice to discriminate.
What that means is that
discrimination can be the
reality for a living, breathing, human being, a living
breathing child.
Racial discrimination runs
so deep in the systems and
in peoples’ everyday lives,
who may be without the
right to be a child, without
the right to live a life free
from racial discrimination.
So racism is more than
words, we’re talking about
purposeful actions here.

Q. Can you describe the
conditions in elementary
schools in indigenous
communities?
Blackstock: If you’re a First
Nations child on reserve
going to secondary, elementary school, you’re getting
about $3000 less of government money for your education.
What does that mean? That
means fewer teachers, very
often no science labs, no
musical instruments, no
support programs for children with different types
of learning needs, and for
all First Nations children it
means 1 out of 4 graduate
from high school.
The other thing that’s important to know is that the
schools you go to can have
horrendous conditions. The
children in Attawapiskat are
going to a school contaminated with 30,000 gallons
of diesel fuel. The Canadian government closes the
school, but they put rundown portables on the playground of that contaminated school. The kindergarten
portable is just a stone’s
throw away from where that
contamination sits.
In Oxford House First
Nation in Manitoba the
school is so contaminated

by mould that a reporter
covering the story started
to feel her breathing being
affected after being in the
building for 20 minutes and
her camera operator had an
asthma attack.
In both cases the government of Canada says, “We
can’t afford schools for these
children” but it can afford
to spend $130,000,000 on
Canada’s Economic Action
Plan signs.
It’s forgotten about little
kids who want to learn
and grow up to be doctors
and grass dancers and princesses and Lego producers
and teachers. That’s a loss
for all Canadians because
that doctor could have been
your doctor one day.
We need to give that child
the same opportunity to succeed as other children get.
And if we do then I think
that we’ve created a Canada
that we can all be proud of.
Q. Can you describe the
state’s role in removing
children from First Nations
families? How does its role
compare to that with nonAboriginal children?
Blackstock: There are more
First Nations children in
child welfare care today
than there were at the height

of residential schools, even
though First Nations children are no more likely to
be abused than non-Aboriginal children. In fact, sexual
abuse is reported more often among non-Aboriginal
children.
The reason so many First
Nations children are in child
welfare is something we call
neglect. But what is it? Is it
a parent just deciding to go
out for bingo instead of caring for the kids? It’s not that.
It’s not about lack of love;
it’s not about lack of caring;
it’s not even about lack of
parenting skills.
There are three factors that
explain the over-representation: poverty, poor housing, and caregiver substance
abuse, which can be linked
back to residential schools.
The good news is we can
do something about all of
those things. The bad news
is that the federal government provides far less funding for child welfare on
reserves than every other
child gets.
What that means for First
Nations children is that
they are much more likely
to end up in foster care. Kids
by the thousands are going
in there in what the government of Canada’s own

documents acknowledge is
a dire situation that’s linked
to growing numbers of children in care.
Yee: Young people have
lived experiences and they
don’t need a university degree to explain what those
are. Half the battle is taking
young people seriously and
knowing that their experiences are true, they’re lived,
they’re
not
fantasized,
they’re not something that
comes from wanting to be
mean or wanting to exaggerate – and in fact, all the
reports that we hear contain
only what’s reported.
There is so much underreporting, so much that we
don’t know, so much that
we don’t have recorded. So
I’m always grateful for campaigns like I Am A Witness
because they’re recording,
they’re witnessing, so that
we don’t forget about this
time, and we won’t be proven “wrong” by a government that just doesn’t want
to believe us from the getgo. This is the truth we’re
speaking about.
Readers can get involved in the I
Am a Witness campaign by going to fnwitness.ca or get log onto
fncaringsociety.com to find other ways to get involved.

photo by Kate Ayalogu

There are more
First Nations
children in
child welfare
care today than
there were at
the height of
residential
schools,
even though
First Nations
children are no
more likely to
be abused than
non-Aboriginal
children.
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Indie in Ottawa

Your guide to eating and shopping around the core
more than just a neighbourhood fave – it
has become a Saturday night karaoke institution as well, featuring lovely drag host
China Doll. Come for the food, stay for
the fun. The vegetarian pad thai is to die
for! Website: www.shanghaiottawa.com

By Lauryn Kronick
Chinatown
Raw Sugar Café

photos by chris bisson

tawa, and take in the Franco charm of this
warm, inviting bar off the Dalhousie path.
Definitely the most homey, comfortable
spot in the Market to shoot the shit with
pals.

cessories and trinkeys. Part chic, part hippie, with a bit of vintage tossed in, Adorit
features eco-friendly products and clothes
from your gran’s attic, crafted by Canadian
designers. Website: www.adorit.ca

Canteen Art Shop + Gallery

The Glebe

Centretown

Morala Specialty Coffee

Jean-Albert

(692 Somerset St. West near Bronson)
Somerset’s cutest café is a coffee shop and
gallery by day and the go-to spot for independent music and local events at night.
Delicious treats will satisfy your stomach
fill up on a plate of homemade tabbouleh,
pita, hummus, sweets, coffee beverages,
and even Beau’s beer. The vintage furniture
creates the perfect environment to read a
novel from the library or catch up with
a friend. Check out the café’s Facebook
group for events, including musical performances, dance parties and art exhibits.
Website: www.rawsugarcafe.com

Umi Café
(610 Somerset St. West at Percy) This café
has everything the aspiring scholar could
possibly want – great coffee, tea, and other
beverages; free wi-fi; a comfy couch; delicious homemade treats and sandwiches
with vegan options that can’t be beat; a
library, zines, board games – the list goes
on! Umi plays host to numerous musical
and spoken word events each week, ranging from its legendary open mic nights on
Friday to free/pay-what-you-can Wednesday writing workshops with local spoken
word troupe The Recipe. Open late, this is
the café to be at every night of the week in
Chi-town. Website: www.umicafe.org

Shanghai Restaurant
(651 Somerset St. West at Bronson)
Shanghai is the Asian fusion restaurant
that stands out from all the rest on the
Somerset strip, and it’s not merely due to
the diverse options of Thai, Chinese, and
Vietnamese food. As a host to many community group events, which range from
art openings to dance parties, the Shang is

(495 Somerset St. West at Lyon) Soul food
recently arrived in Ottawa and it has never
been so finger-lickin’ good. If Southwest
chicken is your thing with sides of collared greens, dirty rice, black-eyed peas or
candied yams, Jean-Albert is where you
want to go. Instead of the mouth-watering
chicken, be different and try the catfish
burger.

Grounded Coffee House & Kitchen
(100 Gloucester Street at Metcalfe) You
can play tic-tac-toe on the tables and eat
your breakfast or lunch in a pirate ship.
This newly-opened café boasts delicious
paninis and salads with a cool open-concept kitchen and numerous options for the
morning that extend beyond the traditional b-fast sandwich. This is surely going to
become the Elgin area’s new indie hangout
once it is open later at night and on weekends. In the meantime, come down and
try a bottomless, locally mixed iced tea.

Aunt Olive’s/The Record Shaap
(209 Gilmour at Elgin) This Centretown
concept shop includes vintage clothing,
a café, and a recently opened basement
music store all in one. The veggie-friendly
food lets shoppers take a break at the vintage-furnished tables over a cup of coffee
or tea. Then you can head back to the racks
of hand-picked dresses, boots, blazers, and
jeans. Head downstairs for your concert
tickets and some good tunes on vinyl.

Byward Market and
Lowertown
Chez Lucien
(137 Murray St. at Dalhousie) Follow the
orange “Bar” sign and come in to Chez Lucien. Taste the French side of life in Ottawa
– munch on the delicious hambourgeois,
relax with a pint of Blanche de Chambly
which you can’t get at most pubs in Ot-

(734 Bank St.) This independent café has an
Italian flavour that’ll make your insides feel
loved. The paninis are fresh, the deserts are
decadent, the coffee is delicious, and the atmosphere is laidback. It’s a spot where you
can sit for a few hours, peruse the newspaper, and play some board games.
(238 Dalhousie St.) Art gallery, screen
prints, and graphic design. Art books, a
lending library, cheeky accessories, plush
monsters, and cute old-school notebooks.
The list goes on! Canteen brings in the
work of artists you’ve never heard of, but
will want to get to know. The vernissages
should be on your essential social outings
list, and there’s even an occasional music series called Bands Undone that has
brought in the likes of Hey Ocean! and
The Wooden Sky. Website: www.canteen.
tumblr.com

Young Jane’s
(203 Dalhousie St.) Vintage clothing and
accessories at Ottawa’s finest. This is by
far Ottawa’s best vintage store – there’s a
wide selection of frocks, trousers, scarves,
shoes, jewels, shirts, and other gems to
show off to the rest of the city. And best of
all? It’s affordable. Come in and say hi to
Mika, who will excitedly help you find the
perfect old-school piece. Website: www.
youngjanes.blogspot.com

The Wild Oat
(817 Bank St. at Fourth Ave.) Healthy, affordable, veggie and vegan friendly, and
locally focused, this café and bakery may
become your favourite spot to have a delicious breakfast or lunch and shop for
baked goods and salads at the same time.
Buy some whole wheat cinnamon buns
to go, or sit down with a cup of joe and
a bowl of veggie chili. The seating area is
ample for people-watching on Bank Street
and serves as a great spot for studying.
Don’t miss the lunchtime buffet with its
wholesome and healthy foods.

Royale Boutique and Photopgraphy

Casa do Churrasco
(190 Dalhousie St.) If you’re craving Portuguese, this is the place to go! Best of all,
you need not travel far for the taste of a
home-cooked meal - Casa do Churrasco is
located right in the Market. The chicken is
cooked to Portuguese-style perfection, the
ceviche and roasted potatoes are delicious,
and don’t forget a smooth Portuguese
brew to accompany your meal.

Adorit
(159 York St. near Cumberland) This adorable globally minded shop is awash with
colourful clothing and other lovely ac-

(103 Fourth Ave., 2nd Floor) Photographer
Gilda Furgiuele’s new studio/vintage store
is a fun venture for those looking to explore their style as a pin-up model or create
a new look and have it photographed with
the on-site vintage clothes available for purchase. Gilda’s been making waves in the local scene photographing burlesque dancers,
roller derby girls, and bands, and is known
for shooting pin-up and glamour shots. Be
sure to pop into her studio to book a session and pick up an outfit from the past.
Website: www.royalephotoboutique.com

spoken word slams ottawa
By Kathleen Clark
After five years in other
cities, the Canadian Festival
of Spoken Word (CFSW) returns to the capital for five
days of poetry and competition. Perhaps a city not
known for its arts, Ottawa is
currently the hottest place
to be for spoken word.
“[Ottawa] is not the city
people think of when it
comes to the arts,” said Jessica Ruano, spoken word
artist and publicist for the
CFSW. “There isn’t a lot of
support from the government or the city per se.”
Some people call Ottawa
a stuffy government town.
Some call it a conservative
city. Some simply call it
home, but without seeing

the finer details that comprise Ottawa. One peek into
the petri dish that is the city
reveals the microscopic yet
fully alive spoken word
scene.
“The art scene is hiding
in the creases, in little bits
and pieces,” Ruano said.
“We have a fantastic doit-yourself scene.... Things
happen very organically.”
Considered a niche art
form, spoken word is often associated with urban
centres and hip-hop. Upon
closer inspection it is a form
as varied and unrestricted
as theatre or music. In fact,
spoken word often involves
aspects of the two.
“Spoken word is just the
art of performing words,”
said Ruano.
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“It is poetry that is meant
to be performed.”
Performances touch on
subjects ranging from identity, to cultural issues, to the
erotic, and just about every
topic in between.
“Politics is a big thing
because we live in the capital, so there’s a lot of government stuff – a lot of government people we don’t
like very much for various
reasons,” she said.
Spoken word done in a
competitive setting like the
CFSW is called a slam. Poets
face off against each other,
vying for the highest scores
from five randomly selected
audience members acting as
judges.
Each competitor has
three minutes to perform

her or his piece after which
the judges issue a score between 0 and 10. Performers
with the lowest scores are
knocked out, while the top
scorers progress through
successive rounds until one
poet is named slam champion.
With roots stemming
back to mid-80s Chicago,
slam has spread infectiously to cities around the
globe. For Ottawa, the slam
scene really began to take
off when poets in the city
proposed a national slam
competition.
In 2004, Ottawa hosted Canada’s first national
spoken word festival. The
next year, Greg “Ritallin”
Frankson and Elissa Molino founded Capital Slam,

a monthly series, with the
aim of forming a slam team
to represent Ottawa in the
second annual festival.
“Ottawa actually has a
pretty deep and rich spoken
word background,” said
Frankson, who is helping
to organize the CFSW. He
knew a solid series would
help solidify the Canadian
festival as an annual event.
Today, Capital Slam is
the second-longest running
series in Canada. The current reigning World Poetry
Slam champion, Ian Keteku,
hails from the Capital Slam
stages. The competition has
spawned other spoken word
events in the capital, from
Bill Brown’s 1-2-3 Slam and
the Urban Legends series, to
non-competitive showcases

like the all-women Voices
of Venus.
From Oct. 12 to 16, 18
teams from 15 communities around the country will
compete in Ottawa in the
CFSW, mixing words and
laying down lines in an effort to win the national
title. Two hometown teams
– the winners of the Capital Slam and Urban Legend
series – will have the added
pressure of trying to defend
the championship won by
Ottawa team The Recipe last
year in Victoria, BC.
“I’m really excited to
have people come [to Ottawa] to see up close and personal how we do things,”
said Frankson.
“They’ll have their minds
blown.”
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All aboard the steampunk express
A Fantastic Voyage to a Steam-Driven Culture
by Joe Hutt
Time travel has been the
subject of failed experiments,
complicated quantum theories, and great works of fiction. While the truth of the
matter is still trapped somewhere between commonsense and a certain scientific
romance, perhaps the best
reply to this temporal conundrum is, “If time travel
is possible, then where are
all the time travellers?”
In turn, perhaps the
best reply to this is, “Why,
they’re picnicking on the
lawn of the Science Museum. And just last week
I saw them settling down
for the evening at the Absinthe Café.”
Perhaps
you
yourself have turned a corner, only to be goggling
at a group of goggled
Victorians,surrounded by
tailcoats and corsets – a
walking, talking display
of fashion made familiar
by such movies as Joel
Schumacher’s Phantom of
the Opera or Guy Ritchie’s
Sherlock Holmes.
Regrettably, this isn’t

Modern
steampunk
defies any
single
definition.
It’s a fashion,
a philosophy,
a genre, a
business, a
hobby, and
a hundred
other
derivations
besides.
www.leveller.ca

proof of brasswork time
machines hailing from an
H.G. Wellsian London.
(Though, as far as temporal tourism goes, the 21st
century is surely more
pleasant than sharing
meals with Morlocks.)
This is actually evidence of Ottawa’s local
steampunk society, established by Lee Ann Farruga
and Patrick Gilliland, two
very prominent figures in
Canadian steampunk culture.
Farruga, a veritable
countess of coals, cogs, and
clockwork, is the founder
of
steampunkcanada.ca,
where over a thousand
neo-Victorians have gone
to add their own unique
machinations to the growing steampunk conglomerate.
Unfamiliar as it may
seem, you have probably
come into contact with
steampunk – you just
didn’t realize it.
Steampunk has been
a cultural influence since
the time of H.G. Wells and
Jules Verne, when it started as both dialogue and
argument about the vast
scientific advances that
followed the Industrial
Revolution.
Originally called scientific romances, these stories were filled with the
gadgets and culture that
are the aesthetic foundation of steampunk today:
time machines of brass,
clockwork
automatons,
bustles and brass buttons,
and a vast array of dirigibles and aerocars driven
by coal engines.
Many of these stories
were dystopic prophecies,
focusing on the resourcehungry British Empire and
the newly independent nation of the United States.
Authors like H.G. Wells
and Mary Shelley strove to
remind these societies that
their dominance over the
world and the science that
granted this dominion was
a pretentious and possibly
disastrous illusion.
“Mad
science”
was
a very common trope,
though not necessarily as
a science of sociopathic
malevolence, but one of
uncontrollable, unpredictable chaos.
As early as the 18th century, there was a realization that the boom of science could be a Pandora’s
box – a box of great potential and mystery, but one
that, once opened, would
be nigh impossible to seal,
like certain oil rigs in the
Gulf of Mexico.
“Alright, so I kinda

get the idea about what
Steampunk was, but what
is Steampunk now?” This
is the 30-shilling question,
and one liable to make
steampunk
enthusiasts
shudder, roll their eyes,
stammer, or flash some
convulsive amalgam of all
three.
Modern steampunk defies any single definition.
It’s a fashion, a philosophy, a genre, a business, a
hobby, and a hundred other derivations besides.
In the words of Olivier
Martin, local steampunk
and LARPer (live action
role player), steampunk is
“a blend of the 1920s, that
Victorian glory, with the
futuristic advances of Jules
Verne: [it’s] history with
the fantastic.”
As nicely as this describes the sci-fi neo-Victorianism of steampunk,
it’s just a speck of coal dust
in the big picture.
Normally
associated
with the speculative Victorian
era
envisioned
in Alan Moore’s graphic
novel The League of Extraordinary Gentlemen, it’s
a popular genre in graphic
novels, modern literature,
anime, and manga; The
Five Fists of Science, Leviathan, Last Exile, and Trigun
are excellent examples of
each. They take the idea of
steampunk, consciously or
subconsciously, and create
something distinct.
Steampunk also encompasses films such as Wild
Wild West, La Cité des Enfants Perdus, The Rocketeer,
and Sky Captain and the
World of Tomorrow. These
movies are nothing like
each other, but the aesthetics particular to steampunk
thrive within each. This
reflects the genre itself.
Steampunk exists within
the age of the thinker, the
scientist, the theorist. It’s a
world where all one needs
to do is think it and it will
eventually be so.
This is clearly one of
the highlights for DIYers
(do it yourselfers). Steampunk re-establishes an intimacy with the material
world that has been lost
amidst modern-day consumerism and disposability, producing stunningly
handcrafted costumes and
contraptions ranging from
cogged-out electric guitars
to brass-modded computer keyboards.
Steampunks across the
world are able to do this because they have learned and
conserved skills largely considered defunct. It would
not be surprising to have a
woodworker, a machinist,
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a seamstress, and a haberdasher in a group of steampunks. In a world where “if
it’s broke you throw it out
and buy a new one,” these
valuable skills are often seen
by society as irrelevant.
“It [represents] a movement towards sustainability,” says Meredith Wein-

hold, sporting a personally
modified, double-breasted
tailcoat.
“[Steampunk is] very
much a non-disposable
culture. You build things to
last, you make things special, and you keep them,
and you modify them if you
get sick of them, instead of

THE
POWER
OF
STEAM

just getting rid of them.”
Steampunk: the adventure lies in facing that
horizon and seeing it for
yourself. “From the air pirate to the steam mechanic, there’s something for
everyone.”
Don’t forget your goggles!

One article cannot tell you everything
there is to know about steampunk. While
you may not care for the costuming
and role playing, you may find the
literature and movies that use a world
of mechanized Victoriana to convey the
pros and cons of unchecked science and
industry to be captivating.
SteampunkCanada.ca
Steampunkmagazine.com
countessalenora.livejournal.com
steampunkscholar.blogspot.com
thesteampunkempire.com
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Listings
TUES OCT 5
WORKSHOP: Women’s SelfDefence Workshop. P201. Algonquin College. 6:30-8:30pm.
TALK: Let’s Talk Sex with Sue
Johanson. $10. Alumni Auditorium, University of Ottawa.
8-11pm.

WED OCT 6
TALK: Brenda Macdougall, Metis Across the Homeland: Land,
Mobility, Family. DMS 3105,
University of Ottawa.11:45am1pm.
TALK: Talk Sex With Sue (Johanson). The Observatory, Algonquin College. 3pm.
FILM: The Reel Food Film Festival presents “What’s on your
Plate?” Public Library - 120 Metcalfe. Free admission. 6-9pm.
TALK: Malalai Joya. What Next
for Afghanistan? Bronson Centre. 7-8:30pm.
FILM: “Glimpses and Way of
the Snowstorm.” Canada-China
Film Festival. Free. Canadian
Museum of Civilization. 7pm.
BOOK LAUNCH: Linda McQuaig. “The Trouble with Billionaires.” 160 Elm St. 7:30pm.
FILM: Die Mörder sind unter
uns, Regie: Wolfgang Staudte,
s/w, 81 Min., 1946. German
Film Series. Fauteux 359, University of Ottawa. 8-9:30pm.
WORKSHOP:
Remembering
Africa - Memory, Public History
& Representations of the Past:
Africa & Its Diasporas. History
Lounge, Paterson Hall, Carleton
University.

room 3105, University of Ottawa. 11:30am-1:30pm.
PANEL: Volunteers in the Spanish Civil War. Lounge 140 (90
University Street) University of
Ottawa 12-5pm.
TALK: Mary May Simon. “The
Biggest Social Policy Challenge
of Our Time.” Senate Room,
608, Robertson Hall at Carleton
University. 3pm.
SWAP: Ottawa Storytellers host
Story Swap. 395 Wellington,
room 156. 7pm.
FILM: “Urtin Duu.” CanadaChina Film Festival. Free. Auditorium (395 Wellington). 7pm.
DEBATE: So You Think You Can
Mayor? Social Issues Mayoral
Debate at the Bronson Centre.
7:30.
WORKSHOP:
Remembering
Africa - Memory, Public History
& Representations of the Past:
Africa & Its Diasporas. History
Lounge, Paterson Hall, Carleton
University.

FRI OCT 8
WORKSHOP:
Remembering
Africa - Memory, Public History
& Representations of the Past:
Africa & Its Diasporas. History
Lounge, Paterson Hall, Carleton
University.
RESISTANCE: IMF Resistance
Network call to action. http://
imfresistance.org/?p=1

SAT OCT 9
RESISTANCE: IMF Resistance
Network call to action. http://
imfresistance.org/?p=1

MON OCT 11
AUSTERITY MEASURES

TUES OCT 12
WORKSHOP: Food Preservation Workshop: Canning Salsa.
Kanata United Church, 33 Leacock Drive. 6:30-8:30pm.
EVENT: Resurrecting the Ancient
Library of Alexandria. Free. 395
Wellington, room A. 7pm.

WED OCT 13
TALK: Social Justice Speakers
Series Lecture. FTX 351, University of Ottawa. 11:30am-1pm.
FILM: Himmel ohne Sterne, Regie: Helmut Käutner, s/w, 109
Min., 1955. German Film Series. Fauteux 359, University of
Ottawa. 8-9:30pm.

THURS OCT 14
MUSIC: Master Class: Bernard
Turgeon, voice. Free. Freiman
Hall (Room 121), Pérez Building, University of Ottawa. 4:307:30pm.
MEETING: Green Drinks Ottawa. Green Drinks is an open
invitation to anyone interested/
working/studying all things environmental. Fox @ Feather
Pub & Grill, 283 Elgin Street.
5:30pm.
FUNDRAISER: Bowl with Paul
for Pakistan. West Wellington
Bowling Lanes. 6:30-9pm.

FRI OCT 15

THURS OCT 7

SUN OCT 10

TALK: Murray Sinclair. Rheal
Brant-Hall Memorial Lecture.
Bell Theatre, Minto Centre.
2:30-4pm.

TALK: Jamie Liew. The Feminist Cafés / Les cafés féministes
2010-2011. Desmarais Building,

RESISTANCE: IMF Resistance
Network call to action. http://
imfresistance.org/?p=1

FESTIVAL: World Food Day
Celebration. A festival of speakers, films, music and local food

to draw on the theme of World
Food Day and a more just global food system. 395 Wellington,
room A. 2:30pm.

SAT OCT 16
MUSIC: Master Class: Angela
Hewitt, piano. Free. Freiman
Hall (Room 121), Pérez Building, University of Ottawa.
2-3:30pm.
POTLUCK: Fundraiser for
Octavio Paz school in Zihuatanejo, Mexico. $10. Legion,
330 Kent St. Doors open at
6:30pm.

TUES OCT 19
TALK: Alasdair Roberts. The
Rise and Fall of Central Bank
Independence.
Desmarais
Building, room 3120, University of Ottawa. 5-7pm.
CONCERT:
LMFAO
and
guests. Rock the Vote. Ottawa
Civic Centre. Tickets at CUSA
Office. 7pm.
SEMINAR: SLOE Sustainable
Living Seminar. This workshop invites participants to
reflect on why we have become a society driven by a desire to buy more and do more,
what the impact is on the
planet and on ourselves, and
how we change for the better.
Old Town Hall (61 Main St.).
7:15-8:30pm.

WED OCT 20
TALK: Ponni Arasu. “Voices
Against 377: Decriminalizing
Same-Sex Activity in India.”
Alumni Auditorium, University
of Ottawa. 6:30-9:30pm.
FILM: Spur der Steine, Regie:
Frank Beyer, s/w, 129 Min.,
1966. German Film Series. Fauteux 359. University of Ottawa.
8-9:30pm.

comic

THURS OCT 21

THURS OCT 28

FILM: “Mr. Mergler’s Gift”
and “Thunderbirds in China.”
Canada-China Film Festival.
Free. Auditorium (395 Wellington). 7pm.

FILM: “Winds of Heaven.”
(Emily Carr). Mayfair Theatre.
7-8:30pm.

MUSIC: Wind Ensemble Concert, I of IV. By Donation.
Tabaret Hall, room 112, University of Ottawa. 8-10pm.
COMEDY: Tom Green World
Stand-up Comedy Tour. Benefit for Rene Faucher & Family
Trust Fund.

FRI OCT 22
MUSIC: Daniel Gress, conductor.Music at Tabaret Concert #1: Love Nature & The Art
of Song. $20 ($5 students).
Tabaret Hall, room 112, University of Ottawa. 8-10pm.

SUN OCT 24
MUSIC: Master Class: Anna
Hendrickson, oboe. Free. Freiman Hall (Room 121), Pérez
Building, University of Ottawa. 3-5pm.

MON OCT 25
SEMINAR: SLOW Learning
Series: Get Energy Smart!
Carbon Computing, upstairs
classroom; 1065 Wellington
Street West. 6:30-8:30pm.

WED OCT 27
FILM: “Winds of Heaven.”
(Emily Carr). Mayfair Theatre.
7-8:30pm.
TALK: Chantal Hébert. “The
Shifting Canadian Political Landscape.” Dick, Ruth
and Judy Bell Lecture Series.
Kailash Mital Theatre, Southam Hall. Carleton University.
7:30-9pm.

FILM: “Mountain Patrol.” Canada-China Film Festival. Free.
Auditorium (395 Wellington).
7pm.

FRI OCT 29
TALK: David Korten, Bruce
Campbell, Tony Clarke, Kathy
Vandergrift. “The Great Turning:
Towards a just and sustainable
world. Bronson Centre. Students/Low Income: Pay what
you can. Bronson Centre. Evening.

SAT OCT 30
SYMPOSIUM: Indigenous Sovereignty Symposium. Details
TBA. http://www.bit.ly/iswottawa
TALK: David Korten, Bruce
Campbell, Tony Clarke, Kathy
Vandergrift. “The Great Turning:
Towards a just and sustainable
world. Bronson Centre. Students/Low Income: Pay what
you can. Bronson Centre. Evening.

SUN OCT 31
FILM: The Exorcist. Tickets purchased in advance will go towards Operation Come Home
and efforts to prevent homeless
youth from becoming homeless adults. Bytowne Cinema.
8:40pm.

editors.the.
leveller@gmail.com

